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Biology & Cosmology: Below the Visible

Cottingham’s subjects don’t really exist. …The closer the fictive figures are scrutinized, the more they 
begin to deconstruct, much as paintings break down into welters of colored brush strokes. It’s this ambi-
guity – each image’s uncanny tendency to both mimic and contradict photographic reality – that tells us 
no photo should be taken at face value. Ron Platt, “Believing is Seeing.” Wired 3, No. 10

For his fourth exhibition at Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, Keith Cottingham will exhibit fourteen large-scale 
photographic prints that touch on spatially complex imagery from the realms of biology and cosmology. 
Minimal compositions include spheres, crystals, and other seemingly recognizable shapes floating 
against black backgrounds, as well as intersecting forms which convey a prismatic sense of space. 
Hyper-realistic lighting activates the subjects, and bold colors, narrow depth of field, and time-lapse Hyper-realistic lighting activates the subjects, and bold colors, narrow depth of field, and time-lapse 
motion create emotional undertones. Suggestions of condensation and liquid represent form and spirit 
infusing out of emptiness. These futuristic renderings, operating outside human scale, ask the question: 
are we inside living cells or floating amongst the stars?

KEITH COTTINGHAM AT RONALD 
FELDMAN FINE ARTS



Image above: © Keith Cottingham, Untitled, 2015, Courtesy of Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York

The exhibition charts a new direction for Cottingham, a seminal artist in the digital age, who previously 
challenged the authenticity of photography by simulating the material world to unsettling effect in three 
series: multiple images of a prepubescent boy in Fictitious Portraits (1992); a collection of nineteenth 
century ethnographic studies in History Repurposed (1999); architectural spaces in Constructed Photocentury ethnographic studies in History Repurposed (1999); architectural spaces in Constructed Photo-
graphs (2004); and animations of successive movement and interaction of diverse forms in Growth (2007). 
None of the subjects depicted exist.

With Biology & Cosmology, Cottingham finds freedom to create new symbolic worlds that go beyond real 
world limitations and operate outside human scale. The process, which he identifies as “constructive 
imaging,” begins with 3D models rendered and then printed as archival pigment prints. Instead of light 
photons revealing an outside world through a lens, these pure renderings go beyond photography to 
objectify 3D representations not tethered to real world referents. The 3D scenes, materials and lights are 
sculpted and designed, but how their physical properties interact with each other to create an image is 
based on real world physics. This divergent approach creates artful “visualizations,” blurring the distinction 
between imagination and reality.



Image above: © Keith Cottingham, Untitled, 2015 / Courtesy of Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York 

As the lifeworld becomes more and more quantified, mystery is being further reduced and buried underAs the lifeworld becomes more and more quantified, mystery is being further reduced and buried under-
neath the appearance of the rational. But there is more than meets the eye. What is circulating and perme-
ating below the surface of the visible? What are the unseen creative forces breathing life into our unfolding 
existence? How will the new paradigm of matter and energy taking precedence over the ‘soul’ affect our un-
derstanding of ourselves? These colorful visualizations hope to re-enchant the viewer with the ‘mysterious’ 
by glimpsing the world that is just beyond our understanding. The deeper we look, the greater the new ex-
panse becomes.

Cottingham’s work has been reproduced and exhibited in major exhibitions, including the MIT List Visual 
Arts Center, Cambridge, MA; Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA; Siemens AG, Munich, 
Germany; Fundación Telefónica, Madrid, Spain; Hayward Gallery, London, England; and Neue Galerie Graz, 
Austria.



 

 

The world reimagined: Di Rosa opens ‘Reconstructed World’ 

SASHA PAULSEN   

A landscape in Jell-O, a car traveling in two directions, a fantasy cathedral created from weapons — these are all part of 
“Reconstructed World,” which opened last weekend at Di Rosa. 

Curated by Robert Wuilfe, the show brings together works from Bay Area artists such as Sandow Birk, Keith Cottingham, 
Kota Ezawa, Samara Halpern, Liz Hickok, Al Farrow, leonardogillesfleur (sic) Elyse Pignolet and Tracey Snelling for a 
visually stunning mix that is by turns humorous and playful, dark and astonishing. 

“In an accelerated world that rarely allows for moments of reflection and interpretation, the deeper presence and 
meanings of every day life can become a blur,” Wuilfe writes in an introduction to the program. 

“It is a modernist cliché to speak of the omnipresence of images and the isolation of self, yet the problem of reaching 
through the veil of speed and stimulation persists,” he notes, adding, “Many of us have a large chunk of the sum of human 
knowledge accessible via the smartphones in our pockets, yet unmediated moments of seeing in which we can look 
ahead and around us — are frustratingly elusive.” 

Wuilfe describes the “Reconstructed World” artists as ones who “address the elusiveness of the every day through tactics 
that bridge the gaps between imagination and perception.” 

This becomes, in the show, Tracy Snelling‟s amusing room-sized installations — everyone whose lived with a a teen-aged 
son will recognize this one — as well as leonardogillesfleur‟s entertaining representation of “Irreconcilable Differences” 
with his two-headed Fiat. 

Cottingham‟s new-world digitally constructed images contrast with Halperin‟s nostalgic, miniature world Coney Island, 
recreated in three-dimensional film sets. 

Birk and Pignolet have collaborated on a project that examines urban life as seen through peepholes in a museum wall, 
while Ezawa‟s complex project questions collective memory through the use of familiar images. 

Wuilfe quotes Michel de Certeau, author of “The Practice of Everyday Life,” who wrote, “Creativity is the act of reusing 
and recombining heterogenous materials.” But who‟d have thought of Jell-O? Hickok‟s Jell-O worlds, shown in video and 
photography, shimmer with life and imagination, and will also impress anyone who ever tried to make a Jello-O mold at 
Thanksgiving. 

The star of this show, however, is Farrow‟s magnificent creations, one of which, “The Spine and Tooth of Santo Guerro,” 
is on loan from the Fine Arts Museum of San Francisco. From guns and bullet casings, Farrow creates a synagogue, a 
mausoleum and a cathedral. These works, on their own, possess an intricate beauty, but their own silent commentary on 
our often-baffling world is immeasurable. 
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